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Welcome back to the course Privacy and Security in Online Social Media, this is week 3.
Let me put you go over what we covered in week 2.
(Refer Slide Time: 00:20)

We started looking at what an API is, and then we looked at what Python Programming
Languages, MongoDB, how the data is stored, how we can actually visualize the data
using PhpMyAdmin or RoboMongo. I hope all of you have already done hands on
exercises and practices with Facebook API and twitter API.

(Refer Slide Time: 00:45)

After that we looked at the topic Trust and Credibility, in that we looked at multiple
events; through the events we looked at some concepts. Here is a slide that I used in
week 2, where we showed that the truthful information is coming into the social media
slower than the rumours, and there are multiple techniques by which you can actually
attack this problem.
(Refer Slide Time: 01:10)

And I also showed you some examples about Misinformation; tweets that were being
posted on social media and there have been multiple effects of it; fake content getting
viral, some values on the stock market getting affected and of course rumours also.
(Refer Slide Time: 01:30)

More examples that I showed you in week 2, showing that there is a shock in the
hurricane sandy where this picture got viral and it had effects on the public also.
(Refer Slide Time: 01:45)

Most specifically I was trying to give you an intuition about how, what analysis can be
done. Particularly; who, when, where, what, why, and how. These are the kind of
analysis that you should be interested in doing while looking at the social media content.
(Refer Slide Time: 02:04)

And then, we later looked at different features that are available in tweets particularly
user features and that tweet features and we tell detail about what these features mean,
how these features can be put together to create a classifier which can look at tweet and
then say that whether it is legitimate or fake tweet.
(Refer Slide Time: 02:24)

Some more examples, particularly this is from the Boston Marathon where I showed you
that a tweet which said, RIP to the 8 year-old who died in Boston explosion was
retweeted more than 30000 times and malicious user used this spread or occurence of an
events to actually spread the content and get victims to go to malicious URL's which
share malicious information.
(Refer Slide Time: 02:51)

This is one slide when I talked about, how the data can be represented, what data has
been collected for doing these kinds of analysis.
(Refer Slide Time: 03:02)

I also mentioned about the spikes in the social media data content that is generated on
social media is very, very populated with the actually event that happens in the real
world. This is one example where man hunt is over, a lot of people are talking about it
and therefore there is spike in the tweets that are showing up.
(Refer Slide Time: 03:23)

This is Geo-Located tweets where each dot is a tweet which has a geo tag attached with
it and such kind of graphs can be helpful in saying where these tweets are coming from.
(Refer Slide Time: 03:36)

We also talked about how the community of users who are posting this fake content, who
created fake accounts, how they are connected. Interestingly, they are all connected very
closely and it is a closed community.
(Refer Slide Time: 03:53)

And I also walked you through a multiple architecture diagrams mentioning about how
data is collected from social media, what kind of annotations and how do you actually
verify with the data that you annotated is actually of high quality and, what kind of
feature generations can be done, what is the model that we developed and what is the
model that one can develop, and now what are the evaluation matrix to actually find out
whether the technique that we have applied and the model that we have created is
actually good.
So, this is an architecture that I tell in detail talking about each block and explaining all
this block helps in creating some interesting solutions for the problems in the trust and
credibility space.

(Refer Slide Time: 04:39)

And then I showed you about plugin which is called TweetCred, I hope some of you
have played around with the tweetcred plugin to find out how the tweets are evaluated
and the value of x on 7 is presented to the users.
(Refer Slide Time: 04:58)

So, now what I want to actually cover is little bit about how one can actually take this
understanding of twitter and then apply into other social networks, because this is a
privacy and security in online social media course so I thought that it will be interesting
to find out how these kind of techniques that we learnt from twitter can be acquiring into

other social networks particularly I will talk about Facebook. If you think about it
initially I talked about how Facebook and twitter are different in my week 1 lecture,
where we said that Facebook is a bi-directional network and twitter is a unidirectional
network and the structure itself is very different.
And, the features that are available in these two social networks to study are also
different. In twitter it is followers and following and Facebook, it is actually friends and
the information that these networks provide through API are also very different. And the
structure of the networks have different, particularly I wanted to highlight this friendship
thing in Facebook; the connections are more personal and if there is a post that shows up
by your friend, there is some tendency that it is more likely to be truthful and then we
you believe that your friend's post is actually more truthful than a random person's post.
So, that is the one of the differences between the Facebook and twitter network,
particularly keeping this trust and credibility as the space of discussion. I wanted to
highlight this difference, and now given this difference we should also look at how we
can actually use the model that we have understood in twitter to apply it into Facebook.
(Refer Slide Time: 06:37)

The architecture if you see it is almost the same, in this case it is just presented slightly
differently. FBI: stands for Facebook Inspector, a similar tool that is like tweetcred
which takes the Facebook post from Facebook graph API and then looks at the posts and

make some judgement on how whether these post are malicious or not, credible or not,
trust worthy are not.
In this case it is the same architecture which takes the post, do some feature extraction,
do some ground truth understanding of the post, then creates some feature vectors out of
it, create a model out of it, in this case supervised learning model because we actually
have data from the posts that we are collecting and then create a RESTful API through
which you can actually find out whether this post is malicious or not. Same architecture,
very similar to tweetcred so I do not think we should actually spend a lot of time in
understanding more details of this. If there is any question please feel free to ask in the
forum for sure.
(Refer Slide Time: 07:43)

So, one thing that was also mentioned in the tweetcred or the twitter trust and credibility
slides is a Web of Trust that is called WOT. Then I thought I would just mention it
briefly what does it mean. It basically takes a domain and produces an output which says
that a value similar to tweetcred, similar to other services that you may have seen where
input is a domain and the output is score, which you can use to say that whether it is a
malicious domain or not. Then in the past also I mentioned about how long the domain
has been registered, who registered the domain and things like that. These features can
be used to make the judgement.

So web of trust basically gives you value of excellent, good, satisfactory, poor and very
poor. If you give domain saying iiit dot edu dot in, it will actually come back with the
rating scale and a confidence scale. We use this in Facebook inspector because in
Facebook inspector it is also going to look at URL as the feature or particularly the
domain as a feature from the post that we are analyzing.
(Refer Slide Time: 08:57)

So, here is the pointer to the plugin. It will be interesting if you can actually download it
and play around with it. These are links to the Chrome extension and to the Firefox. Let
me just walk you through how this plugin works, what does it do, how is it different or
how is it very similar to tweetcred.

(Refer Slide Time: 09:21)

This is Facebook inspector on the Chrome store, and basically you can add this to your
browser, I mean I already have it on my Chrome otherwise it should say add to Chrome.
When you add it, when you go to your Facebook timeline, you should be able to see
some difference in the post that you are seeing.
(Refer Slide Time: 09:47)

For example here is my Facebook timeline for now and newsfeed, if you see there is no
many, if you look at the post there is no annotations done in the posts that you can see on

my timeline. Whereas let me show you some examples where the Facebook inspector is
actually showing you some information.
(Refer Slide Time: 10:09)

Here is an example of a post which is done by VK Choudhary and the post we just click
here for Bollywood updates. Hema Malini congratulates Deepika. Is Deepika Padukone
engaged? In this post if you see, there is some annotation done by the Facebook
inspector, it says confidence is low, the decision that was made with the model that was
generated is low and it is using features, click on the image for more details. If you are
interested, you can actually click on the image, see for more details. Here is another
example that I will show you.

(Refer Slide Time: 10:42)

In the first case it is probably a rumour, that is why it is actually finding out and saying
Facebook inspector is producing this result with red mark. Here is an example which
could be a spam, which is as of now we really do not know iPhone 7 designs and features
that are available, but this post says about iPhone 7 is awesome and amazing which
could have one. And this post is being annotated by Facebook inspector saying it is a
malicious post. That is how Facebook inspector works.
(Refer Slide Time: 11:20)

And here is also a plugin that you can use if you are a Firefox user. Therefore, if a
Facebook inspector is available as a Chrome browser plugin and as a Firefox plugin add
on which you can use on your browser.
So, that is the way you could think about taking way and understandings from twitter,
where we studied about how to build techniques using the features from twitter to create
an understanding of whether the post is a credible or not, here I showed you about
Facebook.

